Sequence complementarity at the ribosomal Peptidyl Transferase Centre implies self-replicating origin.
A feasible scenario for the emergence of life requires the spontaneous materialization and sustainability of a proto-ribosome that could have catalysed the formation of the first peptides. Models of proto-ribosomes were derived from the ribosomal Peptidyl Transferase Centre (PTC) region, but the poor prebiotic copying abilities give rise to the question of their mode of replication. Here, complementarity is demonstrated in bacterial ribosomes, between nucleotides that constitute the two halves of the PTC cavity. The complementarity corroborates the dimeric nature of the proto-ribosome and is likely to underlie the symmetry of the PTC region. Furthermore, it indicates a simple and efficient replication mode; the strand of each monomer could have acted as a template for the synthesis of its counterpart, forming a self-replicating ribozyme.